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The Official Study Guide for all SAT Subject Testsâ„¢: Second Edition by The College Board is the

only source of actual, previously administered tests across all 20 SAT Subject Tests. This enhanced

second edition includes all-new, exclusive answer explanations for all the tests and the most

up-to-date information from the test maker.The Official Study Guide for all SAT Subject Tests:

Second Edition features â€¢ 20 actual, previously administered tests for all 20 Subject Testsâ€¢

exclusive answer explanations for all the tests from the official test maker (NEW) â€¢ the latest

format for the answer-sheet and background-questions section of each Subject Test so students

know exactly what to expect on test day (NEW) â€¢ up-to-date and enhanced information on tips

and approaches from the test maker on selecting the right test to take, the best time to take the

tests, and how best to be ready for test day (UPDATED) â€¢ two audio CDs for all six Language with

Listening Tests â€¢ detailed descriptions of every Subject Test, including topics covered and

recommended course work â€¢ sample questions with detailed answer explanations in addition to

the actual tests
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I help students prepare for the SAT. I bought this edition because the previous edition came out in

2001 and I wanted to see a newer literature test. Sadly, it's the same test. The cover states that

there are new detailed answer explanations for the questions, which I do think are helpful for



students. Still, couldn't ETS have sprung for new sample tests?

I'm a full-time test-prep tutor, so part of what I do is help students work on SAT subject tests. I agree

with the reviewer who complained that this book hasn't been updated enough. The student who

really wants a competitive SAT 2 test score will ultimately be disappointed in this book, since there

is only one of each test. If the College Board had deigned to include new versions of all the tests

with the new version of this book, at least students could supplement this book with the old version

and have 2 tests for each subject.Serious students will have to supplement this book with practice

tests written by a third party, which is unfortunate since those tests will not be highly accurate

representations of the real thing.I wouldn't recommend buying this new - find a cheaper, older

version or a used one (just be careful that it isn't marked up).

Not only the tests are the same as in earlier editions, but the test for Math is just one of two tests

from The Official SAT Subject Tests in Mathematics - that's true for both Math levels and probably

true for other subjects as well. The sample questions with explanations - the same, of course. The

CDs contain listening practice for language tests.So if your are looking for examples of real subject

tests, buy the The Official SAT Subject Tests (in your subject) instead.It should have been pointed

out in the description of the title, I guess some people might have bought it hoping for extra test

examples.

I bought it for the math level 2 test. It only has two sets of practice for each subject which I think is

not enough for most of the users who really want to get practice in a particular subject. But I

managed to get a 790 for the math.

PROS:1. It's the official one, so you kind of have to use it, right? (there are also practice questions

on their website, but that's an incomplete test, so this is the only place to get a full-length, official

practice test)2. All of the questions are definitely the "right" level of hardness...CONS:1. There's only

ONE practice test for each topic, which means that it really doesn't give you a lot of questions to

practice2. It hasn't been updated in a few years -- that's a bit of a problem because AP tests have

changed drastically, and there's a lot of confusion about whether the SAT subject tests have/will

change accordingly (for example, you don't have to memorize colors for the AP tests any more, and

it's not clear whether that will change for the SAT (since they're both CollegeBoard).It's great if

you're going to be taking multiple subject tests, otherwise, you'll feel as though you just spent a ton



of money for ONE practice test, which is a bit unfortunate.

This book contains a fairly decent amount of info about the tests. It includes one test for each of the

subject tests, I needed this book last year for my SAT World History subject test. It helped me

review questions that I never studied back in history class so this book was a good resource in

practicing the subject tests. I highly recommend people to buy study guides for specific subject tests

since this book only has limited material for each subject. Other than that, I still recommend people

this book because it is informative and gives you insight on what the tests will be like.

It's a solid book. It contains detailed explanations about the test format and question types, as well

as practice tests. I'm really missing some overviews of particular subjects, but I guess it would be

impossible to fit it in the book which is already long enough (1000+ pages). But definitely a pleasant

price on , compared to the one on Collegeboard. If you want to prepare for a specific subject, I

suggest you keep looking around.

I am not sure if it was the book or the fact it was not updated for the 2016 SAT testing. My daughter

scored 1000 after her first attempt this spring using this book. She was not happy that it was all

subject when her focus was on Math and Reading.. So it is back to preparing to take this again to

get a better score. Hopefully, she will realize she missed or needed to better prepare or we will

accept, this book was not correct for her to get the score needed.
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